
SESSION: Methods for Teaching Speaking and Developing Fluency 
               
Date: 23 September 2015 
 
Time: (1 hour) 
 
Learning Outcomes: By the end of this session participants will be able to:  

• Create activities for students to produce meaning-focused spoken output 
• Understand the difference between teaching language features and developing fluency 

 
Materials: whiteboard and marker 
 
Procedures: 
Step 1: Warm-Up- Don't Say Yes or No ----------------------------------------------------10 min 
Participants ask different questions to try to get the person standing to say “yes” or “no”. The 
one standing must respond quickly with different answers, and after they have said yes or no 
(or paused for more than a few seconds), the one who asked that question stands up.  
 
Step 2: Speaking Principles------------------------------------------------------------------10 min 
Have participants brainstorm what is uniquely valuable about meaning-focused output 
(speaking and writing) as opposed to input. Highlight their responses that touch on aspects of 
the noticing/triggering (noticing gaps, using learned items in new contexts), hypothesis 
testing (trying something and modifying it based on success or feedback), and reflective 
functions (using language to solve language problems).  
 
Step 3: Substitution Tables and Branching Dialogues-------------------------------15 min 
Have participants brainstorm key phrases beginners need- talking about yourself, everyday 
life, classroom expressions, high frequency words/phrases. Students need to begin by 
memorizing useful phrases, then begin recognizing and practicing patterns. Model example 
substitute table with “I like [activity]” followed by adding “love” and “hate” substitutions. 
Memorizing dialogues allows for more elaborate practice, and the same principle can be 
applied to produce branching dialogues. Present a branching introduction dialogue with “I'm 
from Comoros/I'm from America”, then have participants practice following the branches in 
pairs. 
  
Step 4: Developing Fluency- 4/3/2 Speaking ------------------------------------------- 20 min 
Elicit a definition of fluency, then prompt participants to discuss the value of fluency. Ask for 
ideas about conditions for developing fluency- everything should be largely familiar (no 
unknown vocabulary/grammar), the focus should be on receiving or conveying meaning (no 
focus on language features), and there should be a push to go faster or more smoothly. 
Introduce participants to the 4/3/2 technique- split into pairs, and one will talk for four 
minutes about the problem of trash in the streets, then rotate partners and speak on the same 
topic for three minutes, and then rotate again to speak to a new partner for two minutes. 
 
Step 5: Conclusion----------------------------------------------------------------------------5min 


